SECURITY SOLUTIONS

A DIVISION OF PERRY PROTECH

Digital C.O.P.S. from PERRY proTECH provides physical security technology that supports the protection of life and property.
Our team is comprised of actual law enforcement officials that additionally understand technology infrastructure and
sophisticated software. We understand that you require mission-critical network platforms to achieve your goals.
Many Systems Integrators focus on network security, but we take that to a whole new level with the eyes of trained
law enforcement leading our directives

Secure Technology designed by Cops

Surveillance

Monitoring

Alarm Systems

Video surveillance
is a blend of
networking
technologies that
have made major improvements recently
to image processing. This is important
to provide necessary detail for legalities
if a security breach happens including
facial details and license plates.
Off-the-shelf cameras and older models
most likely cannot provide the business
grade performance that you may need.

One of the most
important parts
of your physical
security is a
trustworthy monitoring solution.
You need a solution that can detect an
intrusion, review historical data and
respond with the appropriate steps.
Your goal is a deterrence of intrusion
and if something happens, to minimize
the risk, trigger the appropriate
response and avoid false alarms with
costly fines and miscommunications.

We can provide
hard-wired alarm
solutions, 100%
wireless, or a
blend of both as you need. Our solutions
allow you to access and control your
alarm system anytime from your smart
phone or any web browser. Our solutions
are perfect for business or residential
and there are no hidden fees for bundles,
activation or installation. And, we’ll
make sure your system is scalable for
the future as you grow and your
needs change.

Access Control

Video
Verification

Mobile Video

Our team can help
you control and
monitor access to
gates, doors and
keys across your organization.
Our solutions integrate into your existing
network infrastructure and avoid the
issues of running independently.
We can manage complex schedule
requirements and individual access
points and provide options suited for
your unique business needs.

Our solutions
monitor, manage
and respond in
real-time and reduce the risk of human
error. Our monitoring services can verify
intrusion alarms and identify as genuine,
false or a nuisance. Because we are IP
experts, our response team is adept
at using the proper technology while
maintaining cost effectiveness.

Our Mobile Video
solutions provide
in-vehicle DVR/
camera solutions
for safety and security. You can protect
your passengers, cargo and drivers
while securing any evidence you may
need in case of an incident occurring
on or with your fleet. Our systems
are built tough to withstand today’s
demanding driving conditions.

Contact our representatives today to schedule a no-obligation discovery meeting.
Call 937.494.2290 | www.perryprotech.com

